My Homework

Lesson 1
Two-Dimensional Shapes

Homework Helper

Need help? connectED.mcgraw-hill.com

A two-dimensional shape is a shape with only length and width.

- circle
- triangle
- square
- rectangle
- pentagon
- hexagon
- parallelogram
- trapezoid

Practice
Circle the shapes that match the name.

1. rectangle
   - circle
   - square

2. triangle
   - triangle
   - circle

3. trapezoid
   - pentagon
   - trapezoid

4. hexagon
   - hexagon
   - parallelogram
Write the name of the shape. Circle the shape that matches.

5. 

6. 

7. Jack cut out a shape to glue onto a picture. The shape looked like an ice cream cone. What shape did he cut out?

Vocabulary Check

8. Circle the hexagons.